There has been significant movement toward conceptualizing borderline personality disorder (BPD) with normal personality traits. However one critical assumption underlying this transition, that longitudinal trajectories of BPD symptoms and normal traits track together, has not been tested. We evaluated the prospective longitudinal associations of changes in five-factor model traits and BPD symptoms over the course of 16 years using parallel process latent growth curve models in 362 patients with BPD (N=290) or other PDs (N=72). Moderate to strong crosssectional and longitudinal associations were observed between BPD symptoms and Neuroticism, Extraversion, Agreeableness, and Conscientiousness. This study is the first to demonstrate a longitudinal link between changes in BPD symptoms and changes in traits over an extended interval in a clinical sample. These findings imply that changes in BPD symptoms occur in concert with changes in normal traits, and support the proposed transition to conceptualizing BPD, at least in part, with trait dimensions.
terms of shared trait tendencies. Trait approaches also solve the problem of diagnostic heterogeneity. The current DSM formulation in which a patient needs 5 of 9 possible criteria creates the potential for 256 different combinations of criteria above the diagnostic threshold, all of which nevertheless receive the same diagnosis. In contrast, trait models provide a means of articulating specifically how patients might differ from one another in terms of continuously graded personality features. Third, a major advantage of this approach involves the potential to integrate the diagnosis of personality pathology with basic personality science, a broad literature with potentially useful insights regarding the etiology, development, and manifestation of BPD (Vachon et al., 2013; Widiger & Trull, 2007; Wright, Pincus, & Lenzenweger, 2013) .
The most widely discussed trait model for reformulating PDs has been the Five-Factor Model (FFM: Extraversion, Agreeableness, Conscientiousness, Neuroticism, and Openness). In meta-analyses on the cross-sectional associations between FFM traits and BPD symptoms (Samuel & Widiger, 2008; Saulsman & Page, 2005) , BPD is consistently associated with high Neuroticism, low Agreeableness, and low Conscientiousness. In these studies, correlations tend to range from −.20 to −.30 for Agreeableness and Conscientiousness and . 50 to .60 for Neuroticism. Some aspects of low Extraversion such as low warmth and low positive emotions are also associated with BPD (Samuel & Widiger, 2008) . Traits furthermore predict future levels of BPD (Morey et al., 2007) and more generally can be used to account for differential rates in personality pathology over the life span (e.g., Vachon et al., 2013) . Behavior genetic research suggests that the heritable components of BPD overlap entirely with the heritable aspects of normal traits (Distel et al., 2009 ). Finally, some research indicates that borderline symptoms can be conceptualized as extreme variants of normal personality, and particularly Neuroticism, from an Item Response Theory perspective .
Nevertheless, it is also true that borderline symptoms provide incremental information over traits in predicting patient dysfunction (Hopwood & Zanarini, 2010) , perhaps indicating that traits do not capture all that is important about BPD. Importantly, this has been the case even for pathological traits (Morey et al., 2012) , which tend to correlate more strongly than normal traits to BPD (e.g., Hopwood et al., 2012) , so this pattern of results apparently cannot be fully explained by the amount of maladaptive content in trait measures. This pattern of findings seems to support the hybrid diagnostic model of personality disorder classification that is listed in Section III (Emerging Models and Measures) of the DSM-5 (Skodol, 2012; Krueger et al., 2012) . In this model, BPD will be indicated, in Criterion A, by specific forms of self and interpersonal dysfunction and in Criterion B by traits involving maladaptive Negative Affectivity (i.e., high Neuroticism, including emotional lability, anxiousness, separation insecurity, and depressivity), Disinhibition (i.e., low Conscientiousness, including impulsivity and risk taking) and Antagonism (i.e., low Agreeableness, hostility). Initial research on the trait (Criterion B) portion of this model has been promising. Several studies have shown strong convergence and relatively specific associations between BPD-linked DSM-5 traits and severity on BPD symptoms (Andersen et al., 2014; Few et al., 2013; Fossati et al., in press; Hopwood et al., 2012; . Miller and colleagues (2012) extended these findings by showing that estimates of BPD severity based on DSM-5 Section III traits and traditionally defined criteria have highly similar patterns of associations with external correlates.
However in contrast to robust evidence for cross-sectional associations between BPD symptoms and normal traits, little is known about longitudinal relationships between traits and BPD symptoms. There is no statistical requirement that cross-sectional associations reflect correspondence in rates of change over time; these are quantitatively dissociable processes. This is particularly the case when cross-sectional associations are only moderate, as is the case with FFM-BPD correlations in meta-analytic work. For instance, the conditions of a particular assessment method (Widiger & Anderson, 2003) or other third variables could explain cross-sectional correlations between traits and BPD. However, it is rather unlikely that two types of variables, such as personality traits and BPD symptoms, would be longitudinally associated if they were not capturing aspects of the same underlying construct. Demonstrating the association of trajectories in personality traits and BPD symptoms over time would therefore bolster the claim that BPD can be represented, at least in part, with trait criteria as had been articulated in the DSM-5 and would provide strong evidence in favor of employing basic personality research to understand psychopathology.
No existing study has evaluated the longitudinal association of the trajectories of changes in normal traits and BPD symptoms in a clinical sample over a long-term period of follow-up. Perhaps the study with most similar aims was conducted by Warner and colleagues (2004) using data from the Collaborative Longitudinal Personality Disorder Study. In that study, cross-lagged models were used to evaluate the stability of severity on an interview-based BPD diagnosis, levels of traits hypothesized to characterize BPD (see Lynam & Widiger, 2001) , and the cross-lags between these domains. In general, this study revealed that both BPD and BPD-linked FFM traits are relatively rank-order stable over 1 year, and that there was some limited evidence that traits and BPD symptoms could predict one another after controlling for initial values in either system. However, although Warner et al. (2004) conceptualized their study as evaluating whether change in traits accounted for change in disorders, the cross-lagged model used in that study is not amenable to evaluating associations between longitudinal trajectories in traits and longitudinal trajectories in BPD features (see e.g., Lenzenweger & Willett, 2007) . This is because a standard cross-lagged panel model estimates differential, or rank-order, stability between two waves using autoregressive paths (e.g., traits at Time 2 regressed on Traits at Time 1), and thus the cross-lagged paths (e.g., Disorder at Time 2 regressed on Traits at Time 1) predict changes in rank order from one variable to the next (i.e., the residuals after controlling for previous time point). Therefore, these paths do not test whether individual change in one variable is associated with individual change in another, and instead answer a different question. Importantly, rank-order stability may be relatively high even when there is significant individual variability in the direction and rate of change trajectories. Furthermore, with two waves of data only initial starting value and ending value are considered, but not the shape of change over the interim. An additional consideration is that, Warner et al. did not test all FFM trait domains, but rather focused on FFM facets thought to be specific to BPD as a group (i.e., five of the NEO Personality Inventory Neuroticism facets, and one Conscientiousness facet). Finally, their study was limited to 1-year intervals.
When the question of interest is whether individual differences in the shape and rate of within-person change over time in one variable (e.g., traits) is associated with shape and rate of change in another variable (e.g., BPD), then the most appropriate model is a latent growth curve model (LGM). Growth curve models can be estimated using structural equation models (SEM) that parameterize the sample average and individual differences in trajectories of change in a variable (e.g., BPD or traits) over time as a function of growth factors. Growth factors are just like other factors estimated in a confirmatory factor analysis framework, but they (a) use as observed data variables that are related to each other longitudinally (e.g., Time 1, Time 2, Time 3), and (b) code change over time in the factor loadings. In a typical and very basic model there would be a factor that estimated the level of the growth trajectories, and a factor that estimated the slope, or rate of change in the trajectories-together, a level and slope would provide the minimum necessary information for a longitudinal trajectory. In this type of model the average level of the sample's trajectories is accounted for by an intercept factor mean, with individual differences reflected in the intercept factor variance, whereas rate of change is accounted for by a slope factor mean and variance. Statistically significant variances for the individual and slope factors suggest that individual heterogeneity in trajectories can be associated with or predicted by other variables. In the case of parallel process models, which are a multivariate extension of a standard LGM analogous intercept and slope terms depict change in another trait or PD feature within the same structure. Thus, changes in traits can be correlated with changes in PD symptom severity over time. For example, Wright, Pincus, & Lenzenweger (2013) recently applied parallel process LGM to examine the association between trajectories of change over time in avoidant PD and normal personality traits. They found that increases in trait Dominance and Affiliation and decreases in Neuroticism were associated with more rapid remission of avoidant PD symptoms.
In the current study we use parallel process latent growth curve modeling (Figure 1 to evaluate the longitudinal relationship between FFM traits and BPD symptoms over 16 years in a sample of individuals with significant rates of baseline BPD symptoms (Zanarini et al., 2005) . This approach allowed us to test cross-sectional associations between BPD symptoms and trait levels as well as the relationship between changes in traits and changes in BPD symptoms over time. Significant correlations between trait and BPD intercept levels would be consistent with previous findings regarding cross-sectional associations between personality traits, particularly high Neuroticism and low Agreeableness and Conscientiousness with BPD. Given that previous studies in this particular sample have shown significant negative correlations between Extraversion and BPD (Hopwood, Donnellan, & Zanarini, 2010) and that some aspects of Extraversion correlate negatively with BPD in meta-analyses, we also expected significant longitudinal correlations between Extraversion and BPD symptoms. Significant slope (i.e., change) correlations would suggest that rates of change in traits are linked with rates of change in BPD symptoms. By additionally modeling cross-sectional correlations among the observed variables, parallel process growth curves allow for a very stringent test of associations of the trajectories of change even after controlling for within time associations.
Method
Participants were 362 individuals enrolled in the McLean Study of Adult Development (MSAD; Zanarini et al., 2005) after being screened for a) age between 18 and 35, b) known or estimated IQ > 70, c) absence of historical or current symptoms of schizophrenia, schizoaffective disorder, bipolar I disorder, or an organic condition that could cause serious psychiatric symptoms, d) English fluency and e) meeting interview criteria for BPD or another PD. At baseline, 77.1% (n = 279) of participants were women, 87% (n = 315) were Caucasian, the mean age was 27 years (SD = 6.3). The average Global Assessment of Functioning score was 39.8 (SD = 7.8) and 290 met diagnostic criteria for BPD. Of the original 362 participants, 79.8% (n = 289) were followed through 16 years, with 28 (7.7%) having died and the other 45 (12.4%) lost to attrition.
Assessments
For the purposes of this study, we used the total score (range = 0-44) of the Revised Diagnostic Interview for Borderlines (DIB-R; Zanarini et al., 1989) to assess BPD symptoms. We used the NEO Five-Factor Inventory (NEO-FFI; Costa & McCrae, 1992) to assess normal personality traits. Assessments occurred at baseline and every two years for 16 years (9 assessments total). As has been reported previously (Zanarini et al., 2012) , symptoms declined precipitously over the course of the study, with the majority of change occurring in the first half of the study.
Analyses
We first evaluated the shape of average change on BPD symptoms and each of the five traits in the MSAD sample over 16 years. We constructed six individual LGMs in Mplus 7.11 (Muthén & Muthén, 2012) , one for BPD symptoms and one for each FFM trait. Missing data were handled with Full Information Maximum Likelihood estimation.
LGMs offer a highly flexible approach to estimating the mean shape (i.e., level and rate) of change, and individual heterogeneity around the average trajectory (i.e., growth factor variances), in a given psychological system (e.g., BPD, personality traits), using specific parameterizations of latent factors. In a standard approach, latent intercept and slope factors capture the level and linear rate of change in a given construct, respectively. However, additional factors can be added to estimate non-linear rates of change (e.g., quadratic trends) and stark shifts in the rate of change (i.e., piecewise models). Thus, through the combination of the appropriate growth factors the pattern of change can be closely fitted using LGMs. Individual heterogeneity in the shape and rate of change can be ascertained by testing for significant variances in the estimated growth factors. Initially we fitted linear growth models, although we expected these to be poorly fitting given a previously established dampening in the rate of change in BPD symptoms in this sample after 8 years. As such, we then tested different approaches to modeling this shift, fitting models that either included a quadratic rate of change, or a clearly defined shift at 8 years.
As described above, LGMs can also be estimated in a multivariate fashion, capturing growth in more than one psychological system simultaneously (i.e., parallel processes), and assessing the associations (i.e., covariances) between growth factors across systems. Parallel process (alternatively multivariate or associative) LGMs can therefore directly test whether the trajectories in BPD symptoms track with the trajectories in normal personality traits, offering a stringent test of study hypotheses. Figure 1 provides a diagram of these models as they were fitted in this study.
Given that past research indicates that levels of personality (Roberts, Walton, & Viechtbauer, 2006) and BPD symptoms (McGlashan, 1986) are associated with age and that there was age variability in this sample, age was controlled in final models by regressing growth factors on age at the start of the study. 1 We similarly controlled for sex. Additionally, because this sample was recruited from a clinical setting and many of the patients either were in treatment at the outset or sought treatment over the subsequent years, we included treatment level since the prior assessment as a time-varying covariate. Treatment level was defined as the sum of treatment types (e.g., medication, outpatient psychotherapy, inpatient treatment) an individual engaged in between assessment points. This variable was treated as a time-varying covariate such that the observed variables (i.e., traits and BPD) for each wave were regressed on treatment level since the previous assessment.
Model fit was evaluated using multiple fit statistics. Due to the extreme sensitivity of the overall model chi-square to modest departures from fit, and the difficulty with exactly fitting growth in 9 waves of assessment, we relied primarily on the Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA; Browne & Cudeck, 1992) , which provides a test of "close" fit of the model to the data. By convention, RMSEA values of .05 or lower indicate close fit, which can be further ascertained with 90% confidence intervals (CIs) and a p-value. Further, we considered the values of the Comparative (CFI) and Tucker-Lewis (TLI) fit indices, for which values of close to or exceeding .95 have been determined to indicate excellent fit of the model to the data (Hu & Bentler, 1999) . To compare non-nested models, we relied on the sample size (i.e., second order bias) corrected Akaike Information Criterion (AIC C ; Sagiura, 1978) . The AIC C is a relative fit index, which balances the increase of model fit associated with adding parameters with the loss of parsimony by imposing a weighted penalty.
Results
In the current study, model estimation proceeded as follows. Our first step involved fitting a univariate LGM to the observed DIB-R BPD scores, as they are the primary focus of this study. As a point of departure, we initially estimated a simple linear LGM, although it was expected to be poorly fitting based on the observed patterns of means (see top panel of Figure 2 ). As expected, the model was a poor fit to the data (χ 2 40 = 759.74, p < .001; RMSEA = .22, RMSEA 90% CI = .21-.24, RMSEA p < .01; CFI =.63; TLI = .67; AIC C = 16305.8). In an effort to capture the marked shift in the average trajectory at year 8 discussed above and observable in Figure 2 , we next estimated a LGM with a quadratic growth factor which improved fit significantly based on the Δχ 2 and AIC C , although it remained outside of acceptable ranges (χ 2 36 = 225.24, p < .001; RMSEA = .12, RMSEA 90% CI = .11-.14, RMSEA p < .01; CFI =.90; TLI = .90; AIC C = 15780.0). Based on an examination of the residuals, we next fit a piecewise LGM with an intercept factor and two linear slope variables. The first linear slope variable captured linear change from baseline to year 8, and the second reflected linear changes from years 8 to 16. In other words, linear slopes were estimated for the first and second half of the study for BPD symptoms (see Figure 1 , piece 1 and 2). However, model fit was poor and comparable to the quadratic model (χ 2 36 = 235.03, p < .001; RMSEA = .12, RMSEA 90% CI = .11-.14, RMSEA p < .01; CFI =.90; TLI = .90; AIC C = 15789.8). Based on an analysis of residuals at each time point in this model, we included a quadratic term for the first half of the study. This model, with latent variables reflecting the intercept, piece 1 (years 0-8) linear slope, piece 2 (years 8-16) linear slope, and the additional piece 1 quadratic slope, provided an excellent fit to the data (χ 2 31 = 61.41, p = .0004; RMSEA = .06, RMSEA 90% CI = .04-.07, RMSEA p = .32; CFI =.98; TLI = .98; AIC C = 15630.5). Overall, this model indicates that initial changes in BPD symptoms were steepest in the beginning of the study, but the rate of change declined as time progressed (i.e., rate of change leveled off to some degree). Figure 2 shows that the changes in BPD symptoms estimated by this model tracked very closely with the observed changes in the variable over time.
We next evaluated growth models for each of the normal range traits. In the interest of space, we do not report detailed modeling steps and fit here; a comprehensive summary of fit is provided in Supplementary Table 1. To briefly summarize, the complex growth model with a piecewise and quadratic term for the first piece was the best fitting model in an absolute sense (i.e., lowest χ 2 value) for each of the five traits. This is the case despite the fact that in order to stabilize model estimation (i.e., avoid a non-positive definite covariance matrix), the residuals for the initial assessment wave were fixed to zero. In the case of Agreeableness and Neuroticism, the AIC C clearly favored the same growth structure as BPD features, whereas for Extraversion, Conscientiousness, and Openness the AIC C very slightly (AIC C differences < 3.0) preferred the piecewise model without the quadratic term describing changes from baseline to 8 years. It can be concluded from these results that the same complex piecewise growth structure observed in BPD was a good approximation for each trait, although for some traits the addition of the quadratic growth parameter did not improve model fit sufficiently to overcome the AIC C 's penalty for the added complexity.
Third, in order to directly estimate the associations in the change between BPD symptoms and each of the normal traits, bivariate parallel process LGMs were fitted. We report here the results of models where the same pattern of growth was fitted to BPD and each of the traits when controlling for age, sex, and treatment between waves. Neither age nor sex predicted BPD growth parameters. Women were modestly higher on Agreeableness (β = .16, 95% CI = .06, .26, p = .002), Conscientiousness (β = .13, 95% CI = .03, .23, p = .015), and Neuroticism (β = .15, 95% CI = .05, .25, p = .004). Age was predictive of lower Extraversion (β = −.22, 95% CI = −.32, −.12, p < .001) and higher Neuroticism (β = .18, 95% CI = .07, .28, p = .001) intercepts and Extraversion piece 2 slope (β = .19, 95% CI = .
02, .36, p = .031). Total level of treatment between assessments was always a significant negative predictor of BPD scores, was generally negatively predictive of Neuroticism, and was never predictive of Agreeableness and Openness. This variable was generally not predictive of Conscientiousness and Extraversion scores, although it was significant for a few waves in each. Despite the fact that treatment level significantly accounted for level of BPD symptoms and Neuroticism at each wave, the main study results related to patterns of growth in BPD and traits are substantively similar, and the interpretations identical, to those in the unconditional models and we report these in Supplementary Tables 2. Furthermore, even when the structure of growth is different, using instead best fitting models for Extraversion, Conscientiousness, and Openness (i.e., linear peicewise models), the conclusions are identical (See Supplementary Table 3 ). In all estimated models, residuals associated with BPD symptoms and trait scores were correlated within each time point to control for any effects particular to a specific assessment wave. See Figure 3 for a depiction of the rich heterogeneity in rates and shape of change in BPD and each trait. Although the mean trajectories presented in Figure 2 are clearly discernable in the Figure 3 panels, what is most dramatic is the extreme variability in initial starting value and rates and shape of change across the study waves when Figure 3 is scrutinized. It is this heterogeneity in trajectories that we hypothesized to be significantly related across systems.
Model fit values and relevant parameter estimates for the parallel process models are shown in Table 1 . As described above, the model distinguished between the first and second half "pieces", which correspond to the first and second halves of the study, to account for different trajectories of change during those time periods (Figure 1) . We modeled each trait in the same fashion as the BPD symptom LGM in order to directly associate the trajectories of change across systems. The baseline means of the DIB-R score for BPD and all five traits significantly differed from zero, as did the mean of the linear slope values (i.e., mean rates of change) for BPD symptoms in the initial half of the study. Otherwise, no slope significantly differed from zero after controlling for covariates (with the exception of the second linear slope for Extraversion). 2 Importantly, although generally only the initial linear slopes for BPD were significant, all intercepts and slopes had significant variances suggestive of rich individual heterogeneity in the rate and shape of change, which can then be associated across variables (i.e., BPD and traits).
BPD and trait growth factors were allowed to freely covary within each system. The only two BPD growth factors that were correlated within the final models were the piece 1 linear and quadratic slopes. There was a strong negative correlation between these latent variables suggesting that some individuals started the study with a dramatic drop whose rate then slowed across waves (i.e., upward facing curve), whereas others initially were more stable but their rate of decline increased dramatically as waves progressed (i.e., downward facing curve). The strong correlation suggests that this inverse relationship was nearly uniform across individuals. The same pattern was observed for each of the traits, although additionally intercepts were negatively related to piece 1 linear slope and positively related to quadratic slopes. Due to differences in the average rate of change in the slopes of the traits, these patterns of correlation take on slightly different meanings. For instance, in a negative average slope, a negative slope/intercept covariance usually suggests that those individuals with higher scores decline more rapidly, while those with lower scores are relatively more stable. The opposite is true for a model with a positive average slope. When the slope is neutral, it may suggest a general regression to the mean, or a shuffling of rank order. The interested reader is encouraged to consult Supplementary Tables 2 and 3, which provide estimates of growth without covariates and therefore a better approximation of patterns of significant change. 3 Table 1 contains the correlations of growth factors across domains. The correlations between corresponding latent intercept and slope factors across traits and BPD symptoms (e.g., the correlations between linear slopes in piece 1) were of central interest for the study. These values are presented in bold in the table. Intercept correlations were consistent with previous research in indicating a strong positive correlation between BPD symptoms and Neuroticism, moderate negative correlations between BPD symptoms and Extraversion and Agreeableness, and a small negative correlation with Conscientiousness. The intercept correlation with Openness was non-significant. The consistency of these results with previous reports from MSAD studies (Hopwood et al., 2010) provides confidence in the rest of the solution. In terms of associated change, the correlations between the piece 1 linear and quadratic slopes were significant for Neuroticism, Agreeableness, and Conscientiousness with effect sizes that ranged from modest (r = −.26, Agreeableness) to strong (r = .62, Neuroticism). A similar pattern of significance was observed for the links among acceleration of change (i.e., quadratic growth factors). For change in the second half of the study, the correlations between BPD change and trait change were somewhat stronger, ranging from moderate (r = −.34, Extraversion) to strong (r = .72, Neuroticism) effects, which now include a significant association with change in Extraversion. Taken together, these results suggest that decreases in BPD symptoms during the study were significantly associated with decreasing Neuroticism and increasing Agreeableness, Conscientiousness, and to some degree Extraversion.
Discussion
This is the first study in a clinical sample followed for an extended interval to document that changes in normal personality traits are associated with concurrent changes in BPD symptoms. Specifically, in addition to the well-established cross-sectional associations between BPD symptoms and normal traits (e.g., Samuel & Widiger, 2008) , this study showed that reduction in BPD symptoms is robustly associated with decreasing Neuroticism and increasing Agreeableness, and Conscientiousness. Less consistent longitudinal associations were also observed between decreases is BPD and increases in Extraversion. Of interest is that the longitudinal associations observed in this study were appreciably larger than those observed in meta-analytic research on cross-sectional associations, despite the fact that this study employed different methods for the assessment of traits and BPD (i.e., self-report and diagnostic interview, respectively). These data provide strong and novel evidence for a critical assumption of the view that normative traits underlie phenotypic variance in BPD, which is instantiated in the proposed transition to a dimensional model for PD assessment in Section III of the DSM-5.
The findings from this study suggest several areas for further research. Of interest, particularly in light of the DSM-5 Section III "hybrid" model, is the degree to which traits can fully account for BPD symptomatology. Although traits demonstrate negative outcomes in their own right (Cuipers et al., 2010; Ozer & Benet-Martinez, 2006; Roberts et al., 2007) , some research suggests that traits and symptoms provide incremental information about clinical outcomes (Morey et al., 2012) . Furthermore, findings from this study that the rates of change in BPD are relatively steeper (i.e., less stable on average) than for normal traits (see Figure 3) parallel recent research suggesting that PD symptoms are also less rank-order stable than traits (Hopwood et al., 2013) . Evidence for the differential mean-level and rankorder stability as well as incremental validity of BPD symptoms and associated personality traits supports the DSM-5 "hybrid" proposal to conceptualize BPD using both traits and indicators of symptomatic dysfunction (Skodol, 2012) . However, it is also possible that the observed differential stability and incremental validity is due to assessment method differences rather than assessment content differences per se, suggesting that traits fully account for variation in BPD symptoms. If so, hybrid models may be unnecessarily complex. Relatedly, recent research suggests that measures intended to capture general personality impairment provide modest incremental validity over basic (Bastiaansen et al., 2013) or pathological traits (Berghuis et al., 2014; Few et al., 2013; Hopwood et al., 2012) when predicting BPD symptoms. At the same time, the extant research is limited by shared method variance (Bastiaansen et al., 2013; Berghuis et al., 2014; Hopwood et al., 2012) or poor reliability of measurement (Few et al., 2013) beckoning further research. Further demonstrations of the clinical relevance in unshared variance in traits would bolster the justification for mutual consideration of BPD symptoms and trait ratings in the diagnostic manual.
Two specific directions would be useful for future research on this issue. Both of these directions have to do with differences between the trait instrument used in this study and the DSM-5 trait model (which also conforms to a five-factor structure; Gore & Widiger, 2013; Thomas et al., 2013; Wright et al., 2012) . First, whereas the DSM-5 model focuses on pathological traits, the NEO-FFI measures traits in the normal range. One would expect stronger correlations with DSM-5 traits than with a measure of normal range FFM traits. Second, like some other FFM measures but unlike the NEO-FFI, the DSM-5 model includes both higher order domains and lower order facets. The lack of facet markers in this study precluded analyses of the specific components of broad FFM traits that track with BPD over time. This is particularly important given that facet-level correlations with BPD vary within FFM traits (Samuel & Widiger, 2008) , and because the DSM-5 Section III model BPD is conceptualized using facets, not domains. A related and complicating issue for future studies is that, unlike the notable consensus across trait theories in terms of the domains that describe personality, there is greater variability across trait models in terms of the composition of facets.
Second, Neuroticism, which is the trait that is most strongly associated with BPD symptoms, reflects a common risk factor for or associated feature of psychiatric disorders in general as opposed to a specific indicator of BPD (Lahey, 2009 ). More generally, meta-analytic evidence suggests that most personality disorders (Samuel & Widiger, 2008) and other forms of psychopathology are positively correlated with Neuroticism and negatively correlated with Extraversion, Agreeableness, and Conscientiousness (Kotov et al., 2010) . These findings imply that the results of this study are unlikely to be specific to BPD, and are likely to extend to a broad range of personality disorders and clinical syndromes that are associated with these basic domains of personality (e.g., major depression, anxiety, substance abuse, etc.). For instance, changes in Neuroticism and Extraversion are associated with not only changes in BPD symptoms as observed here, but have also been shown to relate to changes in avoidant PD symptoms (Wright et al., 2013) . Thus, extrapolating beyond these findings suggests that changes or maturation in personality domains undoubtedly reflect more general processes that cut across diagnoses, and have implications for general patterns of psychopathology development and remission.
Furthermore, it is well known that BPD is strongly associated (i.e., "comorbid") with the other personality disorders listed in the DSM. This has led some investigators to conclude that BPD features "comprise the traits that define the universe of PDs" (Turkheimer et al., 2008; p. 1615) . Indeed, some theorists treat borderline pathology as the core dimension of personality pathology (Kernberg, 1984) ; BPD is also strongly associated with a range of other internalizing and externalizing disorders (Eaton et al., 2012; Kotov et al., 2011; Sharp et al., 2014) . Accordingly, these patterns of trait change and symptom change may reflect general processes of increasing mental health. Overall, future research is needed to articulate the cross-sectional and longitudinal boundaries between normal traits, BPD, and other disorders, toward an optimally efficient but comprehensive diagnostic system. Third, basic personality research suggests a role for both heritable and contextual factors in both the stability and change in personality traits (Hopwood et al., 2011) , raising several possibilities regarding the mechanism of the longitudinal associations between normal traits and BPD symptoms observed in this study. For instance, changes may relate to genetically disposed endogenous personality maturation, the effects of environmental influences such as psychotherapy or stabilization of social supports, epigenetic factors, some combination of the above, or other influences. In this study we controlled for the level of psychiatric treatment between assessments, and while BPD was negatively associated with treatment between assessments, this clearly did not fully account for change. However, there are likely nuances in this variable that were missed given the nature of our measurement approach, as well as a host of other unmeasured but potentially important environmental factors. Moving forward it would be useful to employ sensitive designs that could establish the degree to which linked changes in traits and BPD symptoms are mediated by heritable factors, life events, or other environmental influences.
Finally, research is needed to address specific limitations of the current study, such as the use of a brief measure of normal traits that may have led, for instance, to an attenuated cross-sectional association between BPD symptoms and Conscientiousness relative to what has been observed in previous studies (see Samuel & Widiger, 2008 , for an empirical review of both trait-BPD associations and the moderating impacts of measurement tool on these associations). This may especially be the case because the NEO-FFI items for the Conscientiousness domain do not sample equally from all facets, with a notable absence of Deliberation items, which clinicians and researchers both indicate is highly prototypical of the construct (Lynam & Widiger, 2001; Samuel & Widiger, 2004) . The use of a brief measure also precluded a facet-level analysis of trait-BPD relations as described above. Another limitation had to do with the somewhat small sample size relative to what is needed for complex statistical modeling. For instance, this issue made it difficult to evaluate the incremental value of different traits, such as the degree to which changes in traits other than Neuroticism relate to changes in BPD with Neuroticism controlled. Indeed, the correlation between Extraversion and Neuroticism may explain the association between Extraversion and BPD in this study, which runs somewhat counter to meta-analytic research. Future research with larger samples is needed to more carefully evaluate the specific longitudinal associations between normal traits and BPD. Finally, our use of the DIB-R to conceptualize BPD symptoms in this study raises issues about generalizability to other indicators of BPD. In particular, although the DIB-R is well-validated, it offers a more detailed and stringent conceptualization of BPD than other instruments designed to measure BPD; the degree to which the current results extend to such instruments remains an open question.
In summary, these results provide compelling support for the view that normal personality represents a critical substrate for BPD. One could view these results as suggesting that normal personality traits and BPD symptoms reflect elements of a common underlying system. However, the current state of evidence does not rule out the possibility that other features of temperament or environment are incrementally influential on BPD symptoms (Zanarini & Frankenburg, 2007) . In any case, results underscore the value of integrating two large bodies of research that have heretofore been somewhat separate: research from personality psychology on the etiology, course, predictive validity, and measurement of traits, and research from clinical psychology and psychiatry on the etiology, course, predictive validity, and measurement of BPD. Given the weight of existing evidence, eschewing basic models of personality in conceptualizing BPD and other forms of psychopathology in diagnostic taxonomies is difficult to justify on empirical grounds. In contrast, synthesizing these literatures and considering further the links between normal traits and BPD symptoms is likely to lead to a better understanding of personality pathology and, ultimately, better methods for the assessment and treatment of this common and severe condition and likely other forms of psychopathology.
Supplementary Material
Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material. Observed and estimated study variable means over 16 years. Note. Data were collected every two years. DIB-R = Diagnostic Interview for Borderline Personality Disorder -Revised; BPD = Borderline personality disorder; NEO-FFI = NEO Five Factor Inventory; A = Agreeableness; C = Conscientiousness; E = Extraversion, N = Neuroticism; O = Openness. Bolded coefficients reflect parameters of primary interest. All factor variances significant at p < .001. † Fixed effects presented in unstandardized form, factor covariances presented as standardized (i.e., correlations). * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001.
